Parking

Directly next to the hotel is our private entrance of the Q-Park 1992 parking garage. The entrance of this garage is beneath the "Coffeelovers plein 1992".

At the entrance you insert the following access code: 1992
The gate of the parking garage will be opened as soon as a white access card is dispersed from the machine.
This white access card should be kept well as you need it to drive out.

If the private area in the garage has runned out of available spots, guests can also park their car in the main area. From the parking garage is direct accessibility to the hotel available.

At departure the guest settles the parking bill at the reception and will receive a red drive-out card. When driving out you first insert the red card in and directly after you insert the white card in the machine.

The costs for a day card are € 18,50.

Route description coming from the north:
Take the highway A2 towards Maastricht. Take the exit Maastricht Centrum / Berg en Terblijt. Drive till the end on the second lane from the right. At the traffic light you turn to the right. After 100 meters turn left at the next traffic light into the Meerssenerweg and follow this road for 2 km. At the end turn right over the railway and drive till the traffic light. Go right at the traffic light and left at the following one. Drive straight till you arrive at the ice cream shop Luna Rossa. Here, you turn short to the left and then turn immediately to the right to arrive at our hotel.

Route description coming from the south:
Take the highway A2 towards Maastricht. You take exit Berg & Terblijt / Maastricht Centrum Noord. After the exit turn immediately to the right. Drive then straight on (John F. Kennedy Singel) a.o. along the MECC Congress Centre.
Take the first exit to the right (Renier Nafzger street) and then go at the roundabout to the right. Follow this road called Avenue Céramique. At the 2nd traffic lights turn to the left. Drive straight till you arrive at the ice cream shop Luna Rossa. Here, you turn short to the left and then turn immediately to the right to arrive at our hotel.